
ECE 302-003, Homework #3
This is a self-exercise only since MT1 will be Tuesday 9/12, right before a

normal Wednesday due date.
No need to submit this HW.

https://engineering.purdue.edu/~chihw/23ECE302F/23ECE302F.html

Question 23: [Basic] Textbook Problem 2.23. Here the term “elementary event” means
an event that contains exactly one outcome. For example F = {b} is an elementary event.
The question is asking you to find the probability of four elementary events {a}, {b}, {c},
and {d}, respectively.

Question 24: [Basic] Textbook Problem 2.24.

Question 25: [Intermediate/Exam Level] For any valid weight assignment over a contin-
uous sample space, answer the following questions.

1. Show that we must have P (X ∈ (−∞, r]) ≤ P (X ∈ (−∞, s]) if r < s.

2. Suppose we know the values of P (X ∈ (−∞, r]) and P (X ∈ (−∞, s]). What is the
value of P (X ∈ (r, s]).

Question 26: [Intermediate/Exam Level] Textbook Problem 2.38. To answer this ques-
tion, you first need to specify its sample space, and what kind of weight assignment you
will use.

https://engineering.purdue.edu/~chihw/23ECE302F/23ECE302F.html


Question 27: Define

f(x, y) =

{
1
4

if 0 ≤ x, 0 ≤ y, and 2x+ y ≤ 4

0 otherwise
. (1)

Find the values of

A =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
xyf(x, y)dxdy (2)

B =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
xf(x, y)dxdy (3)

C =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
yf(x, y)dxdy (4)

D =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
x2f(x, y)dxdy (5)

E =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
y2f(x, y)dxdy (6)

Question 28: Define a 2-D function f(x, y) as follows.

f(x, y) =

{
ce−xe−y if 0 ≤ y ≤ x < ∞
0 otherwise

Determine the c value such that∫ ∞

x=−∞

∫ ∞

y=−∞
f(x, y)dydx = 1.

Question 29: Consider fX(x) and fY (y) as follows.

fX(x) =

{
e−x if x ≥ 0

0 otherwise

fY (y) = 0.5e−|y|



Compute the following two integrals∫ ∞

y=−∞

∫ ∞

x=−∞
(x+ y)fX(x)fY (y)dxdy∫ ∞

y=−∞

∫ ∞

x=−∞
e−0.1(x+y)fX(x)fY (y)dxdy

Question 30: Define a 2-D function f(x, y) as follows.

f(x, y) =

{
x/y2 if y ∈ [1, 2] and x ∈ [0, y]

0 otherwise

Compute the values of the following 2-dimensional integrals.∫ 4/3

y=2/3

∫ 3/2

x=1/2

f(x, y)dxdy∫ 4/3

y=2/3

∫ ∞

x=−∞
f(x, y)dxdy∫ ∞

y=−∞

∫ 3/2

x=1/2

f(x, y)dxdy.

Question 31: [Basic] Textbook Problem 2.62. Please assume the die is fair.

Question 32: [Basic] Consider a best-of-three series between teams A and B. The condi-
tional distributions are as follows.

P ( A wins the next game | B is leading in the series ) = 0.7

P ( A wins the next game | A and B are tied in the series ) = 0.5

P ( A wins the next game | A is leading in the series ) = 0.4

1. Construct the weight assignment for the sample space S. Hint: use conditional
distribution and similar derivation as in Example 2.25 in p. 49 attached at the end
of the homework (not Problem 2.25 in p. 84).



2. P ( A wins the series )?

3. P ( A wins the series | B wins the first game)?

4. P ( A wins the series | A wins the first game)?

5. P ( One team wins 2 games while the other wins 1 game | A wins the series)?

Question 33: [Basic] Textbook Problem 2.69.

Question 34: [Basic] Textbook Problem 2.73(a). Express your answers in terms of P (A)
and P (B).

Question 35: [Intermediate/Exam Level] A restatement of Textbook Problem 2.76. (You
should take a look of the textbook to see how other people describe a probability problem.)
A factory uses the following quality control mechanism: In the end of the day, choose M
products randomly from those manufactured from a given assembly line. If any one of
them is defective, throw away all products from that assembly line. Answer the following
questions:

1. Consider an assembly line A. If I know historically k% of the products from assembly
line A are defective, what is the probability that the assembly line A is declared
defective in today’s inspection. Answer the above question for M = 1 and M = 2,
respectively.

2. Consider an assembly line B. If I know historically 50% of the products from
assembly line B are defective, what is the probability that the assembly line B is
declared defective in today’s inspection. Answer the above question for M = 1 and
M = 2, respectively.

3. [Optional] As you can see that the larger theM value is, the higher the probability to
declare “defective”, namely, the more stringent the quality control is. In practice,
a reputed company is very stringent in their quality control and thus chooses a
large M . For assembly line B, how large should the M value be so that we declare
“defective” with probability ≥99%.



Question 36: [Intermediate/Exam Level] Textbook Problem 2.80. Answer the following
questions before trying to solve Problem 2.80:

1. What is the sample space? Hint: S = {(A, defective), (A, not-defective), · · · }

2. What is the weight assignment/distribution on the sample space? Hint: using
similar construction as in Example 2.25 in p. 49.

3. Each question in Problem 2.80 is about conditional distribution P (E1|E2). What
are the events E1 and E2 in each question respectively?

Question 37: [Intermediate/Exam Level] A salesperson traveled between cities A, B, and
C for four consecutive nights, and each night he could only stay in one city. At day 1, the
salesperson started from city A and stayed there for the first night. For the next three
mornings, the salesperson uniformly randomly selected his/her next destination from the
other two cities (excluding the city he/she stayed for the last night). For example, if
he/she stayed in city B for the third night, the fourth night of his can only be in either
city A or city C.

1. What is the sample space? Hint: You can use the tree method.

2. What is the probability that the salesperson was able to visit all three cities?

3. What is the probability that the salesperson visited city A twice, given that the
salesperson had visited all three cities.




